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0. Introduction
In this article, we will study Kahler submanifolds of complex space forms
by the method of moving frames, which was used originally by E. Cartan in
his researches for submanifolds of homogeneous spaces. In the last twenty
years, the method itself has been reviewed and discussed in fairly rigorous ways
by several authors. In [5], Griffiths pointed out among several problems that
it is possible to prove the rigidity theorem of Calabi by the moving frame method
for holomorphic curves of complex projective spaces. We would like to show
that the method of moving frames works well also for Kahler submanifolds of
complex space forms. We note that H.-S. Tai [12] constructed "Frenet
frames'' for complex submanifolds of complex projective spaces and applied
them to solving problems for surfaces in P5(C), but our interest lies in a different place. We will study the rigidity and the homogeneity of Kahler submanifolds of complex space forms.
Let SC(N) be the iV-dimensional complex space form of holomorphic sectional curvature 4c. Let GC(N) be the group of holomorphic isometries of
SC(N) and gc(AΓ) its Lie algebra. Basically we follow the formulation presented
by Sulanke and Svec [10, 11], which interprets E. Cartan's method of moving
frames in terms of fibre bundles and Lie algebra valued 1-forms. In 2, we
will introduce the ^-structure (P, ω) over a connected complex manifold M
(see Definition 2.1), where P is a principal fiber bundle over M and ω is a
gc(Λ/")-valued 1-form on P. This is a kind of G, i/-structures in the sense of
[10] with some additional characteristic properties and it gives an interpretation
of the higher order structure equations of a Kahler immersion of a connected
Kahler manifold (Myg) into SC(N).
In 3, we will prove the uniqueness of 5c-structures for the Kahler metric
1 This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
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on M (see Theorem 3.1) and give a proof of the rigidity theorem of Calabi from
our stand point of view (see Corollary 3.1). We will show that a Kahler immersion of M into SC(N) induces an ^-structure over M and conversely if M
is simply connected, every ^-structure over M is obtained in this way (see
Theorem 3.2).
In 4, we will carry out the reduction of structure group of an ^-structure
in an appropriate way to our case, and define a subbundle RF, associated with
the ^-structure, of the unitary frame bundle over a certain open set of M.
Then our final result is, roughly speaking, as follows: a connected complete
Kahler submanifold (M, g) of SC(N) is homogeneous if and only if all the coefficients of every component of ω restricted to RF with respect to a canonically
chosen co-frame field on RF are constant. In addition, when this is the case,
RF can be regarded as the group of holomorphic isometries of (M, g) imbedded
in the bundle of unitary frames of M in a natural manner (see Theorems 4.1
and 4.2).
1. Preliminaries
In this paper we will use the following ranges of indices:
1 <A, B,C<N,

l<ij, k<n , np_λ<r(p), s(p), t(p)<np ,

where {nOy n19 •••, ?ιd} is a sequence of integers with Q=riQ<n=nl<-~<nd. Note
that the indices i,j,k,r(l), s(l), and t(l) will have the same range. For any
repeated indices we will always take the summation over the corresponding
ranges. Differential forms on manifolds are assumed to take their values
in C, the field of complex numbers, unless otherwise stated. For a matrix
(Xμ)x=i,...,q,μ=i,...,m we often denote it by (Jμ) λ / i or (Xμ) if the ranges of indices
are obviously understood there. For a Lie group G, its Lie algebra is denoted
by Lie(G) or by the corresponding German lower-case letter. Let πP: P->M
be a principal G-bundle over an m-dimensional manifold M. For any £ E g we
denote by E* the vector field on P induced by the infinitesimal right action of E.
Suppose that P is a G-structure over M, i.e., G is a Lie subgroup of GL(m; R)
and P is a principal G-subbundle of the linear frame bundle L (M) of M, L (M)
= {e: Rm-^TXM linear isomorphism, x^M}. Then P admits the canonical
form φjβ=(φβ)λ=i,...,w, which is an /^-valued 1-form on P defined by φβ(J¥"*)=
e~\πP*X*) for X * G Γ e P , the tangent space to P at *?<=P. If M is an ndimensional complex manifold with complex structure / , we regard φR as a Cnvalued form, identifying R2n with Cn by (x\y\ •••, xtyyn)->(x1+y/^Ay\
•••, x"+
\/^Λyn)'
Then we call it the Cw-valued canonical form and denote it by φ=
{φι)i=\, ,n: Φ]~φRi~lJr\/^Λ

φR2i(i=l,

•••, n). Suppose that the complex mani-

fold M carries a hermitian metric g. We denote by U(M,g) the bundle of
unitary frames over M. A frame at x^M is called a unitary frame, if it is a
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complex linear isometry of Cn with the standard inner product <#, w} — zι wl
(z,w^Cn) onto TXM with inner product gx and complex structure /,. For a
Lie group G with Lie algebra c$, the Maurer-Cartan form Φ of G is the g-valued
1-form on G defined by Φ{X)=La*-\X) (XείTaG) under the usual identification of g with the tangent space to G at the identity element e e G , where La
denotes the left multiplication on G by a €Ξ G.
Now let SC(N) be the iV-dimensional simply connected complex space form
with complex structure Jc and Kahler metric gc of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature 4c. As a complex manifold, SC(N) is the iV-dimensional complex
projective space, the vector space CN of iV-tuples of complex numbers
*(z\ -~,zN), or the unit ball DN= {z<=CN: | | s | | < l } according as c is positive,
zero, or negative respectively. Let GC(N) be the group of isometric and holomorphic transformations of SC(N). In the following, we always consider SC(N)
as the quotient space of the Lie group GC(N) by an isotropy subgroup H at a
point and denote the projection of GC(N) onto SC(N) = GC(N)IH by πG. Let
QC(N) and ί) be the Lie algebras of GC(N) and H respectively and
the canonical decomposition of the symmetric pair (QC(N), fy. If we identify
QC(N) with the tangent space TeGc(N) to GC(N) at the identity element e, πG*\n
maps π isomorphically onto the tangent space TOSC(N) at o~H. We fix a linear
isomorphism £: CN-^n so that e0=πG*\no£: CN->TOSC(N) becomes a complex
liner isometry of CN with the standard inner product onto TOSC(N). The things
above may be given as follows.
In the case £>0,

GJ(N) = SU(N+1)IC,

H = S(U(l)xU(N))/C = ( [^ 1 }

^ J n SU(N+l)}lC,

where U(m) is the group of mxm unitary matrices, SU(NJrl) the group of
J
(N rl)x(N+l)
unitary matrices of determinant 1, and C its subgroup of
(N+l)x(N+ί)
scalar matrices alN+1 with aN+1=l;
Qc(N)=$n(N+l), the Lie algebra of (Λ/+l)χ(iV+l) skew hermitian matrices of null trace

: α e V - 1 Λ, A<=MN(C), '-4+^4=0, trA+a =
rt =

Ό -T
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In the case c=0,
GC(N) = C" U(N) = I *
QC(N)

-ί

(C), Ά+A = oj

=

Ό 0
0 A
Ό 0

|, flT = U(N)

°^

ττ

N

:A<ΞMN(C),tA+A = 0\ ;

* 0.
Ό0

In the case c<0,
Ge(N)=SU(l, N)IC, where 517(1, ΛΓ) is the group of (JV+l)x(JV+l) matrices which leave the quadratic form — | s o | 2 + |^ X | 2 H
H S^I2 o n CN+1 invariant and C its center
H=S(U{ί)xU(N))IC;
QC(N)

\ Ά+A

=

= 0, tr A+a =

a 0
_0 A_
"0 <zZ
n =
€(*) =

0_
0

Let Φ be the Maurer-Cartan form of GC(N). We denote by Φ^ and Φ n the
^- and rt-part of Φ with respect to the decomposition (1, 1). They satisfy that
1
n
n
1
n
ΦS(E*)=E, R*ΦS=Ad a' Φ\ Φ (£:*)=0, and R* Φ -Ad a' Φ (£e§, a^H),
where Ra denotes the right multiplication on GC(N) by a. In particular, the f)valued 1-form Φ^ defines a connection in the principal iϊ-bundle πG: Gc(N)->
Se(N). The natural representation p of H on rt induced by the adjoint representation of Ge(N) on QC(N) corresponds to the linear isotropy representation of H
N
on TOSC(N) under the isomorphism πG*\n. If we identify π with C by 6, p
maps H isomorphically onto U(N). In the following, using these S and p, we
identify ί) with u(A/"), the Lie algebra of NxN skew hermitian matrices, and rt
withC":
(1,2)

gc(ΛΓ) = u(N)+C» .

Here we note that the [/(iV)-action Ad on the right hand side of (1, 2) corres-
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ponding to the adjoint accion of H on QC(N) is given by
(YA)A=1,..,N)

Ada.{(Xi)A,s=u...,N,
A

= (a(Xi) a~\ a(Y*))

N

(Y )(ΞC , α e U(N)).

((Xi)(Ξu(N),

Let (φi)AB=1...N=p!i.(Φt))
be the u(ΛΓ)-part and (9>i4)^=i,...,Λr=ε~1(Φn) the CNpart of Φ with respect to the decomposition (1,2). They are actually given by
(l2)

A

ίΦi-siΦi H O )
y=ΦA
»o

(ίφO)
(c = 0).

In the following, to avoid using excessive symbols, for any X^Q (N)
we will
t h e
always denote by {XB)A.B->I,~,N a n d ( )A-W,N
«(iV)- and C^-part of -X"
with respect to the decomposition (1,2). So the above <pi and <pA will be denoted by Φ^ and Φ^ respectively in the rest of this paper.
Since the tangent bundle TSC{N) is associated with the principal bundle
πG: GC(N)->SC(N) by the representation p, the u(ΛΓ)-valued 1-form ( φ ^ ^ p ^ φ ^ )
defines a hermitian connection in the tangent bundle TSC(N).
Let πc: U(SC(N))->SC(N) be the bundle of unitary frames over SC(N).
Fixing the frame e0=πG*\no6, we define c: GC(N)->U(SC(N)) by t(a)=La*e0
(a^Gc(N))y where La* denotes the action of a on U(SC(N)). Then we have
C

XA

c(ab) = Lfl* ι(b), t{ah) = ι(a)-p(h)
and ί is a diffeomorphism.

(a,

We frequently identify GC(N) with U(SC(N)) by J.

Lemma 1.1. (i) 77w? CN-valued l-forrn (ΦΛ) on GC(N) is equal to the
C -valued canonical form on U(Se(N)) under the identification Gc(N)=U(Sc(N))i
that is,
κ

(1,5)

Φ\X) eA = τtc^{X))

( l e TaGc{N), e = (eu -, eN) =

(a)).

t

(ϋ) Similarly, the \ι{N)-valued 1-form (Φί) on G6(N) is the Levi-Civita connection form on U(SC(N)).
(iii) The Maurer-Cartan equation J Φ + [ Φ , Φ] = 0 for Φ is equivalent to the
structure equations of Se(N),
(1,6)
dΦί+ΦAcΛΦCB - c(ΦΛΛ®B+δi

(1,7)
Proof.

We have

ΦCΛ$C).
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Φ\X) eA = e{{Φ\X))A) = Lβ* ^(f 1 Φ\X)) =
showing (i). The equations (1,6) and (1,7) can be obtained directly from the
Maurer-Cartan equation by using (1,3) and (1,4). Then the equation (1,6)
shows that the hermitain connection (ΦjJ) has no torsion and hence it is the
Levi-Civita connection.
q.e.d.
The following proposition is well known and plays a basic role in our study.
For the proof, see [5].
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and Φ the MaurerCartan form of G.
(i) Let F and F' be smooth mappings of a connected smooth manifold P into G.
Then F=a-F' for a fixed a^G if and only if F*Φ=F'*Φon P. Moreover if
it is the case, such an aEzG is unique.
(ii) Let P be a simply connected manifold and φ a Q-valued l-form on P. In
order that for any e^P and a^G there exists a unique smooth mapping F: P->G
such that F(e)=a and F*Φ=φ, it is necessary and sufficient to hold dφ+[φ, <p]=0.
For later use, we prepare a few lemmas. Let V be an /z-dimensional complex vector space. A mapping η\ VxV-^C is called sesqui-linear if η(uyv) is
complex linear in v and anti-linear in u. A C-valued skew symmetric i?-bilinear
form Δ on V is called of type (1, 1), if A(iu, iv) = A(u, v) (u, v^V).
There is a
natural bijection h between the set of skew symmetric i?-bilinear forms on V of
type (1, 1), Λ1'1 V, and the set of sesqui-linear forms on V, S(V). It is explicitly
given by
Λ1'1 FΞ3Δ=λ/:~ί
1

au zl/\zj -> h(A) = aitj

n

where {s , ~,z } is a basis of complex linear forms on V. Then, Δ is real
valued if and only if h(A) is hermitian symmetric. A real form Δ in Λ M V
is called positive of rank r, if the corresponding h(A) is positive semi-definite of
rank r. It is equivalent to that (aitj)=*BB for an rxw-matrix B of rank r.
Moreover, such a B is determined up to the left multiplication by a unitary
matrix of order r. Now let AStt(s, t=l, « ,7w) be skew symmetric /2-bilinear
forms on V such that \ / 3 ϊ Δ S ) ί = \ / 3 ] [ Λ f i S . The matrix (\/~—[ASft)SJ of
jβ-bilinear forms on V is said to be positive semi-definite of rank r, if \/—1 ΔStt
m
= \ / ^ T A / s (s, ί = l , •••, m) and the hermitian form on V®cC defined by
- l \

f

)

(II, V)ψ

is positive semi-definite of rank r.

rf

(iι, V£ΞV,

ξ,

For a matrix ( ω ' ) r ) S ( r = l , •••, q, s=l,

of C-valued i?-linear forms on Vy its rank is by definition d i m c Span

•••, m)
{(ωrs(v)zs)
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r

and denoted by rank (ω*) If all the ω s are complex linear,
r
m
q
then rank (ω s) is equal to the rank of the linear mapping V®cC ->C
naturally
defined by (ωQ.
L e m m a 1.2. (i) Suppose that (y/— 1 Δs,t)s,t=i,-,m is positive semi-definite
r
of rank q. Then there exists a matrix (ω s)rfS (r=l, ~-,qy s=l9 ~-,m) of complex
r
r
linear forms on V of rank q such that AStt=ω sΛω t (s, ί = l , •••, m). Moreover, such
r
a matrix (ω s)r>s is uniquely determined up to the left multiplication by a unitary
matrix of order q.
(ii) Let ωrs(r=l, --yq,s=l,
--ym) be complex linear forms on V. If we
set Ast=ωrsAωrt
(s, t—l, •••, m), then the matrix (\/—1 Δ S j ί ) s f is positive semidefinite and rank (%/^T Δ s > f ) s > ί =rank (ω')
L e m m a 1.3. (cf. [6].) (i) (Cartan's lemma) Let ω, ψr(r=l,
••, q) be
C-valued R-linear forms on V. Suppose that ω1, , ω9 are linerly independent
over C and ψ r Λ ω r = 0 . Then there exist uniquely ars^C
such that
ψr=arsωs
and
asr=ar>s.
(ii) Let (ωrs)(r=l, •••, q, s= 1, •••, m) be a matrix of C-valued R-linear
forms on V of rank q. Suppose that C-valued R-linear forms ψ r ( r = l , •••, q) on V
satisfy ψrΛωrs = 0 (s=l, •••, m). Then each ψr is linearly dependent to the linear
forms ωrs.
2.

The Sc-structure

Let (M,g) be an n-dimensional connected Kahler manifold with Kahler
metric g. Let / : M-*SC(N) be a Kahler immersion, which means a holomorphic
isometric immersion of a Kahler manifold. First we define higher order osculating bundles of /. We denote by V the natural connection in the induced
bundle f*TSc(N)
over M induced by / from the Levi-Civita connection in
TSC(N). For p=l, 2, •••, we set

Op{f) = U Oί(/),
x<=M

Ol(f) = Span {(V*x Vx,-V v _ 1 /*(^)),: *» -, XP^3e(M), p'<p} ,
where 3£(M) denotes the set of smooth vector fields on M. For convenience,
wesetO°(/)=Mx{0}.
If the dimension of Opx(f) is constant i n i G M , then Op(f) is a complex vector
subbundle2 off*TSc(N)
and called the ρ-th osculating bundle of/.
REMARK 2.1. In general, dim c Opx(f), considered as a function on M, is
upper semi-continuous, and hence it is constant on a connected open set M'
2 This means that Op(f) is a /-invariant subbundle of f*TSc(N),
structure on f*TSc(N) induced by/ from that on TSC(N).

where / is the almost complex
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of M. Further, because of the analyticity of /, dim c OJ(/) is constant on an
open dense subset of M. However, in the following, we always assume that
dim c Oχ(f) is a constant np on M for each p.
By definition, the osculating bundles are increasing

O\f) =
so there exists an integer d such that nd_1<nd=nd+v
We call it the degree of
/ and denote it by d(f). For p=l, •••, d, we define the p-th normal bundle
vp{f) of/to be the orthogonal complement to Op~\f) in Op(f) and denote its
C-rank by qp (qp^np—np^). We further define Out (/) to be the orthogonal
complement to Od(f) in f*TSc(N), whose C-rank qd+1 is N—nd. Then we have
(2.1)

f*TSc(N)

= v\f)®v2(m

..®vd(f)@Out(/).

Next, ϊorp=l, •••, d9 let πp: Pp(f)->M be the principal U(q1)X'" X U(qp)bundle associated with the vector bundle vι(f)®' -(Bvp(f):
(2.2)

Pp{f) = {(x, fo, •••, enp)): {er{p>y. np^ι<r{p')<npr)
of vp\f) forp' = 1, .- ,^, χ(=M} .

forms a unitary basis

Furthermore, let π0P: OP{f)-+M be the principal U(q1)x-" X U(qd+1)—bundle
over M associated with the decomposition (2,1):
(2.3)

OP(f) = {(x, (ev •••, eN))ι {er\np^Y<j<np^
p

v χ{f)

forms a unitary basis of

for ^>' = 1, •••, d, and {^Λ: α = nd+1, •••, iV} forms a unitay basis

of O u t , ( / ) , X

Before going on, let us further prepare a few terminologies. Let πP: P-+M
be a principal fibre bundle over a complex manifold M with almost complex
structure /. In the following, a C-valued 1-form φ on P will be called of type
A
(1, 0) , if it vanishes in the directions of fibres of πP and if, for any C G P , φe can
be written as φe—ψχoπP*y where ψx is a C-valued linear form on TxM(x=πP(e))
such that ΛJrχoJ=y/—l ψx. If P is equipped with a conneation, we can define
h
h
a linear endomorphism J of T g P for any e^P such that πP*J {X*)=J{πP* X*)
h 2
h
(X*e^TP), (J ) =-l
on cΛf, and J -=Q on q; # , where Me is the horizontal
subspace of TeP with respect to the connection and cVe the vertical one. Then
(2,4)

<z C-valued 1-form φ on P is of type (1, 0) A , if and only if <p°Jh = \J — 1 9 .

Now let ί 1 denote the natural immersion F((xy (e19 •••, ^))) = (^, ~,eN) of
OP(/) into U(SC(N)). We set ώ = F * Φ , where Φ denotes the Maurer-Cartan
form of U(Se(N))=Ge(N).
Then we have the following
Proposition 2.1. (i) ω{E*)=E {EtΞUe (C/(?1)X - X U(qi+ι));
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(ii) Λ*ό5 = A d α - ι S («e£/( ? 1 )x - X U(qd+X));
(iii) dω+[ω, ω] = 0;
(iv) ωr = 0
(n<r<N),
S r ( ί V> = 0 (l<:p,p'^d,
\p7p'\>2);
A
(v) ί/ie ω' are 0/ type (1, 0) αwrf linearly independent over C at every point of
OP(f);
(vi) rank ( 5 r ( / > ) s ( ί _ 1 ) ) r ( ί ) > s ( ί _ 1 ) = g, «ί <my point of OP(f)forp
= 2, •••, d;

(vii) 5^ = 0 (r=l,-,nd,a

= nd+\,

-,N).

Proof. We will show (v). For any

X*eT,OP(f)(e=(x,(e1,—,eN)),

(«i, •". e w ) e C7 /ω (SC(N))), we have, by Lemma 1.1,
(2,5)

«*(X*) ^ = Φ*(F***) * κ - ^ 2?* X* = /«, * „ , . X* .

Recall that by definition, (ev •••, ^n) is a unitary frame of f*TxM and the other
<?r are orthogonal to f*TxM, and it follows from (2, 5) that ώ r =0 (r=w+l, •••, N)
and the ώί- are linearly independent. At the same time, because / is holomorphic, the ω* are of type (1, 0)h. The rest would be easily obtained from the definition of OP(f) and the fact that (ώ£) is just the restriction to OP(f) of the
connection form of the connection in/*Γ*Sc(ΛΓ) induced from Levi-Civita's one
in TSe(N).
q.e.d.
Now we consider the gc(wίί)-part of ω, which we denote by φ for a moment.
Here and in the following, the gc(rc')-ρart of X^QC(N) (n'<N) means the element ((^"fθλ,μ=i,...,«', (Xλ)λ=1>...,w') of Qc(nr) defined by the identification ft?(w/)=
u(n')+Cn'.
So φ is by definition ((ω£)λfμβli...iJlίf, (ώλ)=1>...,ΛJ. It is E/(?rf+1)-invariant, because the U(qd+x)-action on Qc(nd) is trivial. And it vanishes in the directions of fibres of the natural projection β: OP(f)->Pd(f) by Proposition 2.1
(i), (ii), and by its definition. Hence there exists a unique gc(/iί/)-valued 1-form ω
on Pd(f) such that β*ω=φ. The pair (Pd(f), ω) thus obtained is a model of
5c-structures over M of type (nl9 •••, nd) we so call, the meaning of which is given
by the following
2.1. Let M be a connected complex manifold of complex
dimension n. A pair (P, ω) is called an S'^structure over M of type (nl9 ~-,nd)
if it fulfills the following conditions:
(A) (nly '",nd) is a sequence of increasing integers with nλ=ny and if we set
nQ=0 and qp=np—np_1(p=l,
~,d), then P is a principal
U(q1)X'"XU(qd)'
bundle over M;
(B) ω is a gc(n(/)-valued 1-form on P such that
(SC, 1) ω(£*) = £
(EeΞLie (£/(&)X - X C/fe)))
1
(SC, 2) R*ω - Ad a' ω
(αG C/^)x ... X Ufa))
DEFINITION
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ωr = 0
(n<r<nd),
ω^V) = 0
(\<p3p'<d, \p-p'\>2)
(SCy 5) the ωι are of type (1, 0)A and linearly independent over C at every point
ofP;
(SC,4)

(SC, 6) rank (ωr(p+1)s(p))r(p+ϋMp)

= qp+1 ίorp

= 1, •••, d-1 at every point of P.

The preceding (Pd{f), ω) will be called the S^structure induced by Kahler
immersion / and often denoted by (P(f), ω).
EXAMPLE 2.1.

Let us consider the natural totally geodesic Kahler imbedding i(N'9N)i Se(N')-*Se(N) (N'<N).
Let Φ and Φ' denote the Maurer-Cartan
forms of GC(N) and GC(N') respectively. In this case, it is not difficult to see
that OP(i(N'tN)) coincides with the connected Lie subgroup Ge(N') U(N—N')
of GC(N) which is the maximal integral manifold through the identity element
of GC(N) of the involutive differential system on GC(N):
(2,6)

Φ" = 0

(N'<a<N),

φ* = 0

(N'<a<N, 1 <r<N').

Moreover, the S^-structure (P(i(N'fN)), ω) is just the pair (Gc(Nr), Φ').
Proposition 2.2. Let f: M->SC(N) be a Kahler immersion of a connected
Kahler manifold (My g) into Se(N) and (Pd(/), ω) the S.structure of type (wls ~ ,nd)
induced by f.
(i) There exist a Kahler immersion / ' : M->Sc(nd) and τ^Gc(N)
such that
f=ToiindN)of3
where i(nd>N) denotes the standard imbedding of Sc{nd) into SC(N).
Furthermore there exist smooth mappings F': Pd(f)-*Gc(nd)
and F":
OP(f)-+
OP(i(ndfN)) which make the following diagram commutative'.

/'
where I(ndfκ)

Sc(nd)

is the inclusion mapping and the vertical arrows denote the obvious
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projections.
(ii) The above immersion f isful, that is, its image does not lie in any proper
totally geodesic complex submanifold of Sc(nd).
Proof. We choose σ<=Gc(iV) so that σ-F(OP(f)) contains the identity element e0 of GC(N). It follows (σ .F)*Φ=jF*Φ==ω. By Proposition 2.1, we have
ώ*=0 and ώ?—0 for any a=nd+l> •••, N and r = l , " ,nd. This means that
σ F satisfies the differential system (2, 6), where we must replace N' with nd.
By the assumption that M is connected, OP(f) is connected. Hence σ'F(OP(f))
is contained in the maximal integral manifold of (2, 6) through eo^Gc(N) which
is nothing but OP(i(ndtN)). In particular, σ°f has its image in Sc(nd) and gives
rise to a holomorphic isometric immersion / " of M into Sc(nd), where σ is regarded as an isometry of SC(N). If we set r=σ~ι and f'=τof'\
then T and / '
have the desired properties. The rest of Proposition 2.2. (i) would be now obvious.
Next, we will prove (ii). From the definition of nd, the dimension of a totally
geodesic complex submanifold of Sc(nd) containing f(M) is not less than nd.
Hence we have (ii).
q.e.d.
Corollary 2.1. The integer nd equals to the minimum dimension of totally
geodesic complex submanifolds of SC(N) containing f(M). In particular, f is full
if and only if OP(f)=P(f), in other words, N=nd.
Proof.

It is immediate from Proposition 2.2.

q.e.d.

2.2. Corollary 2.1 is known in the case £>0 (cf. [13] and it is
still valid without the assumption in Remark 2.1 because of the analyticitiy of/.
REMARK

For later use, we rewrite (SC, 3) in detail.

First we set

(2,7)

Then the equation (SC, 3) is rewritten in component wise as follows:
(2.8)

dω'+ω'jΛω' = 0;

(2.9)

ω?2)Λω'' = 0

(2.10)

^ Γ

(2,11)

dωl^+ω^illAωl^+ωZΐ^Aω^] = 0

(2,12)
2.3. In the case where (P, ω) is the S^-structure induced by a full
Kahler immersion/, the geometrical meanings of (2, 8)-(2, 12) would be more or
REMARK
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less obvious, since (COB) is just the restriction to P=OP(f) of the connection
form of the connection in f*TSc(N).
The equations (2,8) and (2,10) for p=l
correspond to the first and second structure equations of (Myg) respectively.
The (2,10) for p>\ and (2,11) may be regarded as the generalized GaussCoddazi's and the Ricci-Minardi's equations. The equations (2,9) and (2,12)
have the following geometrical consequence: Let ap be the p-th fundamental
form of/, defined by
ap(Xly ~-yXp) = the z/*(/)-part of V^ V x ^ / * ^ with respect
to the decomposition (2,1) (Xlf •••, XP<=3£(M)).
Then ap is symmetric in Xv ~yXp and satisfies ap(Xlt --yJXfy
(X19 — ,Xp)(r=\,—,p).
Indeed it follows from (2,9) that
ωfHX*) ωj{ Y*) - ωrj(2)( Y*) ωj(X*)

'",Xp)=Jap

(X\ Y* G TP) .

Since ω$(2) can be expressed by a linear combination of ωj by (2,9) and Cartan's
lemma, Proposition 2.1 (v) implies that it is of type (1,0)*. Using (2,12) Proposition 2.1 (vi), and Lemma 1.3 inductively, we see that the other ωr('p+1\(P) are
also of type (1,0)*. Moreover we have immediately from (2,12) that
*, Y* e TP).
On the other hand, the relation between ap and ωi is given by
ap(Xv -., Xp) = β r V i ) ( « ) cos^sCp-2)(Xt)

~ωf \XU)

ωj(Xf) er{p)

for any X19 ~,Xpt£TxM and Xf, -,Xf^TeP
such that πP{e)=x and
(-X'?)=-Xr (y=l, '"yp)'
Hence we obtain the desired consequence.
2.4. As we have seen above, each ωriP+1\(P) is linearly dependent
1
n
to ω , •••, ω and of type (1,0)*. By Lemma 1.2 (ii), the identity (2,10) together
with (SO, 6) shows that g ί + 1 =rank (Ar(p)>s(p)).
REMARK

3. Basic properties of Sc-structures
Now let (P, ω) be an Sc-structure over a connected complex manifold M
of type (nl9 •••, nd). We will observe it in more detail. Set Pp=PIU(qp+1) X ••• X
U(qd) for />=1, ---yd. In the case where (P, ω) is induced by a Kahler immersion /: M->Sc(nd)y Pp is canonically isomorphic to Pp(f) which has been
defined in (2,2). We have the following natural projections between P, Ppy
and M:
βp: P^Ppy

βp,y. PP'-+PP

(ρ<ρf)9

πp: PP->M,

which are all principal fibrations with obvious structure groups.
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Having these fibrations in mind, we will consider the gc(w/>)-part of ω,
( ( 4 ) λ ι M , . . , v (ω\=u...,np).
By (SC, 1) and (SC, 2), it is invariant under the
right action of U(qp+1)X- xU(qd) and vanishes in the directions of fibres of
(p)
βp: P-^Pp. Hence it comes from a unique Qe(np)-valued 1-form ω on Pp: βf
(p)
f
=tht
gβ(wί)-part of ω. It is obvious that for p<p ,
ω
{P)

(3,1)

βp',p*<* =

t h e

(p

9*K)-part of ω > .

If we denote the (z, /)- and the (z)-component of ω
respectively, then we have

(1)

on Px by ω) and

(3,2)
By definition, the 1-forms a1' and «} on P1 have the following properties:
(3.3)

the ω' are linearly independent and of type (1,0)*

(3.4)

<»'(£*) = 0

(3.5)

(ω' (.E*)) ίi;=1>...>B = E

(3.6)

ω]+«| = 0

(3.7)

R*(ω%=u...,n = a-\ω<

(3.8)

RSM),^...,.

(3.9)

rfω'+ί

(£eu(«))

= Ad a-\ω)).J=lr.%n

( β e f/(»))

In fact, these are direct consequences of (SC, 1), (SC, 2), (SC, 5), (3,2) and (2,8).
Using the properties (3,3), (3,4) and (3,7), we can define a hermitian metric
g on M by
(3,10)

πf g = fi?® ω'

Proposition 3.1. Let Pl9 ω1", ωj, αwί/ g be as above. Then g is a Kahler
metric on M and P1 is naturally isomorphic to U{M,g), the bundle of unitary frames
of (M,g). Moreover, under the isomorphism, (ωf")f.βli...fίl and (ω})^ y==1... n correspond
to the C-valued canonidal form and the Levi-Civita connection form on U(M,g)
respectively.
We will call g the Kahler metric induced by ^-structure (P, ω).
For the proof, we need the following lemma. Let M be an w-dimensional
smooth manifold and φR the i^-valued canonical form on the linear frame
bundle L(M).
L e m m a 3.1. (i) Let G be a Lie subgroup of GL(n; R) with Lie algebra g
and π: Q-*M be a principal G-bundle over an n-dimensional smooth manifold M.
Suppose that Q admits an Rn-valued 1-fortn ω on Q such that (a) ©(£*) = 0 (-Beg),
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(b) Rfω=a~1 ω(a^G), and (c) the linear mapping ωe: TeQ^>Rn is surjective at
every point e^Q.
Then Q can be naturally considered as a G-structure over M}
that is, there exists uniquely a G-subbundle inclusion c: Q->L(M) such that t*φR=ω.
(ii) Let π'\ Q'-*M' be another principal G-bundle over an n-dimensional
manifold M' and ω an Rn-valued l-form on it with the above properties (a), (b),
and (c). Let F: Q->Q' be a principal bundle isomorphism such that
F*ω'=ω.
Then the following diagram commutes
Q

-

^

Q'

L(M) - ^ - > L(M'),
where f denotes the diffeomorphism of M onto M' induced by F and i the canonical
G-bundle inclusion Q'-^L{M') as in (i).
Proof. It is clear that the conditions (a) and (c) are equivalent to Ker ω=
Ker π*. So, at any point e in Q, we can choose E^e), •••, En(e) in TeQ such that
ωi(Ej(e))=Stj.
Each Ej(e) is determined uniquely modulo K e r ^ * . If we set
e~π*{Ej(e)) ( ; = 1 , •••,ri)>then each e5 depends only on ω and the point e in Q.
As is easily seen, the βj are linearly independent, in other words, (ely ••-,£») is a
frame of TXM at x=π(e).
We can choose Ej(e) to depend smoothly on e at least
locally, so the mapping c: Q->L(M), defined by ι(e)=(e19 •••, eM), is smooth.
We will show that this c is the desired one. First, we prove that t(ea)=
c(e)a(e^Qya^G).
From (b), ω U ^ i ? f l * £*(*))=δ}. If we set (e'u - , e'u)=
ι(ea)> it follows
e'j = π*(a) Ra* Ek{e)) = a) π*{Ra* Ek{e)) = a) π*{Ek{e)) = ekakj.

Thus we have t(ea)=c(e)a.
Next, to show L*φR—ω, we will prove
(3,12)

ω'(X) e, = π*{X)

First, we write X=\j
that

( I E TeQ, (eυ - , e.) = «(«)).

Ej(e)+E ( λ ; ε Λ , E^Kei w#).

Then it follows from (a)

ω'(X) e, = λ y ω'(JE,(«)) e, = λ, e, = λ, »*(£,(«)) =

π*(X).

Hence we have
(3,13)

ω(X) = lie)'1 χ*{X) = (t*φR)

(X),

showing ύ * φ Λ = ω .
The uniqueness of such an c is now clear by (3,13).
can be verified easily.

The statement (ii)
q.e.d.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. By (3,4), (3,7), (3,3), and Lemma 3.1 (i), Px can
be considered as a U(ή)-structure over M, regarding (ω'). = 1 ...Λ as the Cw-valued
canonical form on Pv And (ωj) can be considered as a connection form on
the t/(»)-bundle Pλ by (3,5), (3,6), and (3,8). Then the relation (3,9) shows that
the connection has no torsion. Hence the hermitian metric g on M associated
with the [/(ft)-structure turns out to be Kahlerian.
q.e.d.
The following lemma constitutes a crucial step in the proof of Theorem
3.1 which deeply relates to the rigidity of Ka'hler submanifolds of complex
space forms.
L e m m a 3.2. Let (P, ω) and (P'} ω') be two Sc-structures of type (nly ~->nd)
and of type (n'u •••, n'd>) over connected complex manifolds M and Mr respectively.
For an integer p with p>l, suppose we are given an isomorphism fp: Pp->PP of the
principal bundles over M and M' such that ff ω'iP)=ω(p).
Then np+1=n'p+i and
there exists uniquely an isomorphism fp+1 of the principal U(qp+1)-bundle Pp+1 over
Pp onto P ; + 1 over Prp which covers fp and such that
fp+*ωf(p+1)=ω(p+1).
Proof. We denote the (r, s)-component and the (z)-comρonent of ω(p) by
(ω ) s and (ω(p)Y respectively (r, s=l, •••, np> i=l, •••, ft). I n view of (2,7), there
exist uniquely 2-forms Ar(phs(p)
on Pp such that Ar(p)Mp)
= βfAr(p)Mp)
on P.
Similarly, we define the 2-forms A's(phtip)
on Pp for (P\ ω'). In fact both the
Ar(P))S(P) and Ar(p)tS(p) can be given in terms of components of ω(p) and ωr(p) in the
same way as in (2,7). Hence from the assumption ffω'(p)=ω(p\
we have
(p) r

(3,14)

ftΔUp).t(p) = Δ

s(p)tt(p)

From this and Remark 2.4, we must have qp+1=q'p+i a n d hence
np+1=np+ι.
By the way, (ω(p+1))r(p+1)s(p)
vanishes in the directions of fibres of
βp+lιP:
Pp+1->Pp by (SC, 1). So for any e^Pp+u
there exists uniquely an element of
r{p+ι
TΐPp®C{e=βp+lίP{e)),
which we denote by ω \{p)(e),
such that

h

By (SC, 6) and Remark 2.4, it is of type (1, 0) .
ι

r

define ω'^ \φ')EiT%P'p®C{e_'=β'p+up{e \
(3.16)

Similarly, for ( P ' , ω ' ) we can

' e P ; + 1 ) so that
β

/9ί + l.,V Γ ( * + 1 W«') = (θ>l(PΎ(P+1)s(p),e

Then, using (2,10), (3,15), (3,14), and (3,16), we have
(3.17)

(3,18)
Since βp+ltP:Pp+1-+Pp

fflϊgPWΛi

^3P(«')Λfiί3f +1) V) - Δίo.^,.^ .
is a U(qp+1)-bundk,

we see that the set {ωr(p+1\(p)

(e):
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A

+

r(p+1)

-χe)} exhausts the set of (l,0) -forms ω
such that ωίg)
s(p)
=As(p)tt(p)ti by Lemma 1.2 (i) and it is in one-to-one correspondence with the
up

r(p+ι

H e n c e

e

fibre βp+up-\e).
It is alsov valid for W \{PΛ Ύ
e'^β'p+i.P^l*')}from (3,14), (3,17), and (3,18), there exists uniquely a mapping/, + 1 : Pp+ι->P'p+λ
such that

(3,19)

S

'%,W

=ft (<e

We will show that this fp+1 is the desired one. It is clear by definition of
fp+1 that βp+ιtPofp+i=fpoβp+ιιP.
As is easily seen, fp+1 commutes with the right
f/(^ +1 )-actions on Pp+1 and P'p+1. It remains to us to prove
fp+1*ω'(p+1)=ω(p+1)
and the uniqueness of such an fp+1.
First, we will show that

(3,20)

Λ + 1 *(

p
(p)

a>)

In fact, it follows from (3,1) and the assumption ffω' —a>

that

= j 9 w * ( β « ) ί = (ω<

So in order to verify fp+i* ω'(p+l)=ω(p+1\
(ω'(ί+l))r(ί+l)j(p)

=

(&)(i+l))r(i+l)s(i)

a n d

Λ + i

*

we have only to show

From(3,15), (3,16), and (3,19) it follows that for any l e
(3,21)

fp+1*

(ω,(ί+1))r(ί+1)s(ί+

Γ,

(fP+1*(

as desired. The rest is easily obtained by using (2,11), (3,20), (3,21), and
Lemma 1.3 (ii).
The uniqueness of fp+1 is now obvious, because such an fp+1 must satisfy
(3,19).
q.e.d.
We are now in a position to give a few basic results concerning our Scstructures. Let (P, ω) and {P\ ωf) be *Sc-structures over connected complex
manifolds M and M' respectively. We say that a diffeomorphism F: P->Pr is
an isomorphism of (P, ω) onto (P', ω'), if F is a principal bundle isomorphism
of P onto P' such that ω = . F * ω'.
Theorem 3.1. Let (P, ω) be an Sc-structure over an n-dίmensional connected complex manifold M and (Pf, ω') an S^structure over a connected complex
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manifold M'. Let g and g' denote the Kάhler metrics on M and M' induced by
those Sc-structures respectively.
f
(i) Let F: P-+P' be an isomorphism of (P, ω) onto (P , ω'). Then the base
mapping f induced by F of M onto M' is a holomorphic isometry.
(ii) Conversely, any holomorphic isometry f of (M, g) onto (M'y g') gives rise
f
to a unique isomorphism ft of (P, ω) onto (P , ω') such that πP/ofi=foπp)
where πP
and πP' denote the projections P-+M and P'->M' respectively. In particular, if
M=M' andg=g', then (P, ω) is isomorphίc to (P', ω').

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, Pγ (resp. Pi) can be identified with U(M, g)
(resp. U(M'yg')).
On the other hand, F in (i) induces an isomorphism Fλ of
Pj onto Pi which covers the base mapping / of F. By Lemma 3.1 (ii), F1 is
now regarded as /*. In other words, / preserves the U(ή)-structures of (M, g)
and (ΛΓ, gf). Hence (i) follows.
If / is a holomorphic isometry of (M, g) onto (M'y g')y then it induces an
isomorphism / ( l ) : PX-*P[ corresponding to /*: U(M, g)-*U(M\ g') under the
identification mentioned above. Then, by Lemma 3.2, it follows by induction
that/ ( l ) gives rise to a unique isomorphism f%: P->P' such that/f ω'=ω and
q.e.d.
Corollary 3.1. (The Rigidity Theorem of E. Calabi) Let f and f be two
holomorphic isometric immersions of a connected Kdhler manifold (M, g) into SC(N).
Suppose that f is full. Then f is also full and there exists a unique automorphism
T of SC(N) which transforms f into f .

Proof. Let (Pf/), ω) and (P(/')> ω') be the ^-structures over M induced
by / and / ' respectively. They are isomorphic to each other by Theorem 3.1
(ii) and in particular they are of the same type. By the assumption that / is
full and by Corollary 2.1, we have OP{f)=P(f),
and hence OP(f')=P(f')y
i.e.,
1
/ ' is also full. Moreover, if we denote by F and F the immersions of P(f)=
OP(f) and P(f')=OP(f)
into GC(N) respectively, we see by Theorem 3.1 (ii)
that there exists uniquely an isomorphism / of P(f) onto P(f) such that it
covers the identity mapping of M and satisfies ω—I*ω'. Hence F*Φ=(FΌI)*
Φ, where Φ denotes the Maurer-Cartan form of Ge(N). Then it follows from
Proposition 1.1 that there exists uniquely τ^Gc(N) such that τ F=FΌI, which
implies τ o / = / ' .
q.e.d.
REMARK 3.1. Corollary 3.1 is still valid without the assumption in Remark
2.1 owing to the analyticity of/and/'.

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a simply connected complex manifold and (P, ω)
an Sc-structure over M of type (nv -',nd).
Let g be the Kahler metric on M induced by (P, ω).
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(i) For any eQ^P and uo^Gc(nd), there exist uniquely immersions F: P->
Gc(nd) and f: M->Sc(nd) with the properties (a) F(eo)=uOy (b) ω = P * Φ , and (c)
πcoF=foπ, where πc and π denote the projections Gc(nd)-^Sc(nd) and P-+M respectively and Φ denotes the Maurer-Cartan form of Gc(nd).
(ii) /: M-+Sc(nd) is a holomorphic isometric immersion,
(iii) (P, ω) is isomorphic to the Sc-structure induced by f.
Proof. Our ^-structure (P, ω) is a Gc(nd), U(q1)X-" X [/(^-structure in
the sense of [10]. Although (i) seems to be substantially contained in the results of [10 ] and [11], we will give a detailed proof of it, because the situation
is slightly different from there.
We set U=U(q1)x~
X Ufa). By Satz 3.2 in [11] or Theorem 1.1 in [10],
there exist uniquely immersions F: P->Gc(nd) and/': M-*Gc(nd)jU such that (a)
F(eo)=uOy (b) ω=F*Φ, and (c) πΌF=fΌπf
where π is the projection Gc(tid)-+
Gc{nd)jU. Define/: M->Sc(nd) byf=π"of, where n" denotes the natural projection Gc(nd)lU->Sc(nd). Clearly, πcoF=foπ.
We will show that / is an immersion. For any X^TXM,
we choose
X * G Γ , P such that π*X*=X.
By the identification Gc(nd)=U(Sc(nd))y we
consider F as a mapping of P into U(Sc(nd))y so that we set F(e)=(elt •• yend)
(βGP). We will first show
(3,22)

©'(-**)*,=/•*.
r

r

By (SC, 4) we have ω =F* Φ = 0 ( r = n + l , •••, nd).
Lemma 1.1 implies that

\\X*)

ω

βi

This together with (c) and

= Φ'(F*X*)*, = ΦA(F*X*)eA = πc*F*X* = f*X .

We see firstly that f*X is zero if and only if all the ω\X*) vanish. Secondly,
the ω* are linearly independent by (SC, 5). Hence we see that f*X=0 if and
only if X=0. T h u s / is an immersion.
We will next prove (ii). By (SC, 1) and (SC, 2), the Lie(E7(?,)x - X Ufa))h
part of ω can be considered as a connection form on P. Let J be the horizontal almost complex structure on P with respect to the connection. Then
from (2,4), (SC, 5), and (3,22), it follows that

/• JX = ω\JkX*) e, = χ/^1 ω\Xη e, = Jf*X,
which shows that/is holomorphic.
By (3,10), and (3,22), we have

g{X, X) = 2 ω\X*)-ω\X*) = gc(f*X, UX) ,
where gc denotes the Kahler metric of 5 ^ ) . Thus / is isometric.
The statement (iii) follows from Theorem 3.1 (ii).

q.e.d.
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Reduction of the structure group of Structure

Before describing the reduction procedure by which we define the bundle
of reduced frames RF mentioned in the introduction, we will first recall some
basic facts known in the theory of transformation groups. For detail, we refer
to [7] and [2]. Let H be a compact Lie group acting on a smooth manifold
W. For our purpose, we may assume that PF is a vector space and the Haction is linear. For any w^W, we denote by Hw the isotropy subgroup of H
1
at w and by (Hw) the conjugate class of Hm (Hw)= {a' Hwa\ a^H}. Further
we denote by [H, W] the set of conjugate classes of all the isotropy subgroups
of H, [H, W]={(HW): w^W}.
There is a naturally defined partial ordering
in [H, W], that is, by definition (HW)<(HW') if and only if a~* Hw a is a subgroup of Hwf for some a^H.
Proposition 4.1. (i) The set [H, W] is finite.
(ii) The mapping W^w->(HW)^[H, W] is lower semi-continuous, i.e., for
any wo^W, there exists a neighborhood U of w0 such that (Hw)<(HWo) for any
w(=U.
For an isotropy subgroup L, we denote by W(L) the set of points w such
that #„<=(£).
Proposition 4.2. (i) For any isotropy subgroup L, the set W(L) is an Hinvariant submanifold of W.
(ii) For any wo^W(L) such that HWo=L, there exists a submanifold TL of
W(L) with the following properties:
(a) TL meets each H-orbίt of W(L) at most once and crosses transυersally those
H-orbits it intersects \
(b) wQ e TL and HW=L for any v) e YL
(c) the image of YL by the natural projection W(L)-*W(L)IH is open.
We will call the above TL a normal form of Wω. Now let π: P->M be a
principal //-bundle over an w-dimensional complex manifold M. Let V be a
finite dimensional ίf-module over C. A function T: P-+V is said to be tensorial
if it satisfies T(ea)=a~1 T(e) ( ^ e P , a^H). Suppose that R2n is an iί-module
and there is an ίf-equivariant reduction c: P->L(M).
Let φ be a F-valued
tensorial 1-form on P, i.e., it vanishes in the directions of fibres of P and satisfies
R* φ—a~ι φ for any a^H. Then the tensorial function T of φ is by definition
the Hom(β 2 w , F)-valued tensorial function on P determined by the relation
(4,1)

T{e){φR{ι*X*)) = Ψe{X*)

(X*eTeP,e<=P),

where φR denotes the i22n-valued canonical form on L(M) and Hom(/22Λ, V) is
now naturally considered as an ίf-module. Denoting by {βv •••, S2n} the stand-
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ard basis of R2n and setting Tk=— (T(e)(82k^1)-\/ZI^
(S2k-i)+\/~-1

T{e) (β2k)) for k=ί9

(4,2)

T(e)(S2k))y

Tχ=—(T(e)

•••, n, we can express φ as

φ=Tkt*
k

n

where (φ )k=1... n is the C -valued canonical form on L ( M ) .
Let W be a finite dimensional iϊ-module over C. We will now consider a
W-valued tensorial function T on a principal //-bundle P over M. By Proposition 4.1 (i), the set {(Hτ(e)): e^P} is finite and hence there exists an isotropy
subgroup L of H such that its conjugate class is minimum there. We will call
such an L a principal stabilizer of T. Choosing a normal form Γ L of W(L)y we set
PL=T~ι (ΓL) and ML=π (PL). We will show that ML is an open set of M and
P L is a principal L-subbundle of P | M r
If we set Pr=T'\H*TL),
then
ML=π(P')
and P ' = P | M j & . By Proposition 4.1 (ii) and Proposition 4.2 (ii) (c),
W(L) is an open set of W and H TL is open in PF ( I ) . Hence ML is an open set
of M. By Proposition 4.2 (ii) (a) and (b), we see easily that PL is a principal Lsubbundle of P | M z . We call this PL the reduction of P with respect to (T, TL) or
(<£>, Γ L ), or the reduction of P with respect to T or φ for short, if T is the tensorial
function of a IF-valued 1-form φ on P. By definition, T\PL takes its values in
TL and is constant along any fibre of PL-^ML.
Now let (P, ω) be an S^-structure of type (nιy ~ ,nd) over a connected complex
manifold M. We denote simply by U the structure group U(q1)x ••• X £/(&/) of
P. Let Bp be the vector space Hom(CV-i®C M , C"7*) with the obvious {/-action
and ft* the S*-valued tensorial function of the Horn (Cqp-1, C9>)-valued tensorial
1-form (ωr(^)s(/>_1))r(/,)fS(/,_1) of type (1,0)* on P. Denoting the components of bp
with respect to the natural basis of Bp by br(p)s(P_ι)tk> we have

(4,3)

«'<%_,) = i " > V w «*
p

We are now going to reduce the structure group of P by these b . Let H2 be
a principal stabilizer of b2. Choosing a normal form Γ# 2 of JB(#2), we make
the reduction ΛP 2 of P with respect to (έ2, Γ# 2 ), which is a principal .ίfg-kundle
over a certain open set of M. Then the b2 restricted to RP2 takes its values in
Tff2 and is constant along each fibre of RP2. Next, by means of b3 restricted
to RP2, we make the reduction RP3 of RP2 over a certain open set of M with
respect to (i 3 , Γ# 3 ). We continue this reduction process for all δ 4 , •••, M, and we
get the reduction RPd of JRP,/-! over a certain open set Md=π(RPd)
with respect
to (i r f , Γjyrf), where Hd and Γ F r f denote a principal stabilizer of δrf and a normal
form of Bfff(l) respectively. We will now observe the structure group of RPd
more closely. Let Xλ: U-^U{n^) be the natural projection and Kx the image
of Hd by Xλ. We have the following
L e m m a 4.1.

There exist uniquely

homomorphisms ρp\ K1-^U(qp)

(p=
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1, •••, d) with the following properties:
(a) p1(β1) = έi1 K e X ϊ ) ;
1
1
(b) pp{ax) b\e) = p , - ^ ) " ^Γ ft>(«) K E l , e^RPdy
p>ί);
(c) ώtf p ( ^ ) = (pi(tfi), •• , P J K ) ) (fliG^i), * ^ 9 is the inverse mapping of Xx:
Hd->KX and in particular it is an isomorphism of Kλ onto Hd.
Proof.

Let e be a point of RPd.

Then for any a=(aly
1

1

p

, ad) in Hdy we have

1

bP(e) = b\ea) = α" b (e) = α^ β ^ αΓ i*(e)
and hence
(4,4)

*,(**(*) (u®v)) = bp(e) {ap_, u®aλ v)

(u®v<=C9p-i®Cn).

Since the linear mapping bp(e): Cqρ-i®Cn-+Cqp{p>\)
is surjective by the condition (SC,6), ap is uniquely determined by op_v av and bp(e). Then by induction, it turns out that ap depends only on ax and bp(e). Hence we can define
mappings pp: K1->U(qp) (p=2, --,d) such that
(4,5)

{aλ) (bp(e) (u®v)) = b\e) (p^a,)

Pp

u®aλ v)

for any u®v^Cqp-^®Cn
and a^Kv
Moreover, every element a^Hd is then
β
a
expressed by a=(av p2( i)> •
' •> Pd{ \))> where a1=X1(a).
We will show that these
pp do not depend on e. For any e'^RPdy bp(ef) belongs to Γ ^ , because RPd is
a subset of RPP. Since Hd is a subgroup of Hpy every element of Hd leaves
bp(ef) invariant. Hence the equation (4,4) holds for any a^Hd even if we replace e by e\ and the relation between apy ap_v and aλ remains unchanged. It is
easy to verify that each pp is a homomorphism. From (4,5), we see (b). The
statement (c) is clear.
q.e.d.
Using the projection βx: P-*P19 we set RF1=β1(RPd).
ficulties, we have the following
Proposition 4.3. (i) /3X | RPd is bijective.
is a principal bundle isomorphism, i.e.,
(4,6)

y(ea) = y(e) p(a)

Then without dif-

Its inverse mapping y:

RF1->RPd

(e<ΞRFly atΞKJ ,

where p: Kι-^Hd is the isomorphism defined in Lemma 4.1.
(ii) The Qc(nd)-valued 1-form $=y*ω
on RFλ have the following properties
corresponding to (SC, 1) and (SC, 2):
(a) #(E*) = p*(E)
(iεlj;
1
(b) i?*z? = Ad pia)- ^
(aeΞKλ).
Moreover, the properties (SCy 3)-(5C, 6) are hereditarily brought to # :

(c) <«+[*, ?] = 0;
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(d) #r = 0
(e) the #' are of type (1,O)A and linearly independent over C at every point of
RFX;
(f) xank(driP+1)s(p))r(p+1)tS(p)
is constant qp+1 for p=ly~ fd—l at every point of
(g)

the coefficient functions y*br(p+1)siph
values along each fibre of

of #r(p+1\ip) with respect to & take constant

k

As we have seen, the ^-structure P is now reduced to the subbundle RFX
of U(M, g) I Md identified with Px \ Md, where g is the Kahler metric induced by
(JP, ω). From now on, we denote Md by Mx anew. We will further perform
the reduction procedure for the structure group of RFV In the following, for
any gc(wrf)-valued 1-form φ and/>=l, •••, d, we will denote by φίP1 the u(np)~
part of it:

Now we make a decomposition
(4,7)

u (ή) = ϊj+p x

such that Ad Kx p x Q pλ,

which is possible because Kx is compact and denote by θx the ϊj-part of
By Lemma 4.1 (a), it follows
\Θ1(E*) = E
Lemma 4.2. We set if-»=ΰιn-pt*(θ1)
for p=\, •-, d.
valued ί-form τf-n is a tensorίal form on RFU i.e.,
(i) R*ψϊ = kάp,,{ά)-Wn
(aeKJ;
P1
(ii) τf
vanishes in the directions of fibres of RF1->MV

Then the

un-

1

Proof.

From Proposition 4.3 (ii) (b) it follows R* z?^ = Ad pp{a)At the same time, by (4,8), we have R* ρp*(θ1) = Kά pp(a)~ι pp
Hence we obtain (i). By Lemma 4.1, p*(E)=E+p2*(E)-\
From this together with (4,6) and (4,8), we have
= ωiPl fo{E)*) = Pp*(E) =

which implies (ii).

q.e.d.

We perform successive reductions of the structure group of RFX by means of
ίP1
ίP1
the tensorial functions T of η for p=l, •••, d, choosing respective principal
stabilizers Khp and normal forms ΓKup. So let RF2 be the last reduction of
RFX over a certain open set M2 of Mx and K2 its structure group. In the fol-
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lowing, when we restrict any form on a manifold to a submanifold of it, we will
denote it by the same symbol: so we denote $\RF2 by ΰ and θλ\RF2 by θv
We
make a decomposition Ϊ 1 =f2+t>2 s u c n t n a t Ad K2p2 £Ξί>2 We denote by θ2 the
ϊ 2 -ρart of θλ and set τ2=θ1—θ2.
Then 0 2 satisfies that Rf θ2=Ada~1θ2
and
θ2(E*)=E(a^K2,
£ e ϊ 2 ) , i.e., it defines a connection in RF2. And the u(w)valued 1-form τ 2 is a tensorial 1-form on RF2. Let T2 be the tensorial function
of τ 2 .
Furthermore for ι?=2, 3, •••, we define inductively RFV+1, K^+1, Λfv+1, 0v+i>
τ v + 1 , and 7\ + 1 as follows: Suppose that we have defined RFV, KVi M v , 0 V , and τ v .
If the tensorial function Γ v of τ v is constant along any fibre of RFV, we stop
making further RFV+1 etc.. Otherwise, lee JRJFV+I be a reduction of RFV with
respect to TV Let i £ v + 1 and M v + 1 be the structure group and the base manifold
of it. Then by definition, ϋΓv is constant along any fibre of RFV+V
Next, making a decomposition ϊ v = ϊ v + 1 + ί ) v + 1 such that A d i Γ v + 1 f>v+i^Pv+i> let 0 V + 1 and
τ v + 1 be the ϊ v + 1 -ρart and p v + 1 -part of 0V respectively. Then we see easily that
θv+] is a connection form on RFV+1 and the ιt(w)-valued 1-form τ v is a tensorial
1-form on i?F v + 1 . Let T v + 1 be the tensorial function of τ v + ] .
At each step in the above procedure of making RFV+1 etc., since Kx is compact, either the dimension or the number of connected components of Kv must
decrease. In any case the above procedure terminates after finite steps. Thus,
let RFV> Kv, M v , 0V> and τ v be the last ones. By definition, T v is constant
along any fibre of RFV.
Choosing a basis \Eλ} of I v , we set θv=θ^®Eλ.
Then the set {0*, #*, #*}
forms a basis of the space of C-valued 1-forms at any point of RFV. Using this
basis, we will now write down the non-zero components of the gc(n</)-valued 1form i? on RF^,. First we express ηίP1 and τμ in the way as in (4,2) with c
inclusion:

c ]

Here all the T / , Tγ\ T^ky and TμJi are constant along any fibre of ΛFV. On
the other hand, from tfM=pί (fl 1 )+^ : ι and ^ = ^ + ^ - 1
hτ 2 ,
(4,9)
on RFV for p=l,
(4,10)
(4,Π)
(4,12)

•••, d.

Hence we have that on i?F v ,
t9 = ΰ>,
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(4,13)
From (4,10)-(4,13), all the coefficients of the components of the gc(wrf)-valued 1k
form z? on RFV with respect to the basis {θ$> #*, $ } become constant along any
fibre of i?F v , because ρp* is a linear representation of ίv
From now on, we will denote these RF^ iΓ v , M v and 0V simply by RF, K>
Mΐed and θ respectively. The pair (RF, z?) will be called a reduced Sc-structure
of (P, ω) over M Γe d, while RF-*MIed is a principal if-subbundle of U(M, g) \ Mτed.
Here we should remark that as is obvious by its definition, (RF, z?) does not
uniquely determined by the Kahler metric g on M.
We say that z? is of constant coefficients if and only if all the coefficients of the
components of z? with respect to the basis {θλ, ϋk, ϋk) are constant functions on
RF, where θλ is defined by θ=θκ®Eλ for a basis {Eλ} of ϊ.
Proposition 4.4. Let (P} ω) be an Sc-structure over M and g the Ktihler
metric induced by (P, ω). Let f be a holomorphic and isometric transformation of
(M,g).
Then RF and t? are invariant under the mapping f*:
U{M>g)->U{MJg))
and in particular
f(Mτep)^Mted.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 (ϋ), / gives rise to / } : P-+P which satisfies
(/ι)*ω=ω. Then in particular / leaves each component of ω invariant and hence
the tensorial functions bp are /^-invariant in view of (4,3). Since RP2=(b2)~1 Γ# 2 ,
RP2 is invariant under /, and so is ω | PR2:
Similarly we see that f% preserves
RP3i •••, RPd and ω restricted to any of them. By Proposition 4.3 (i), βx\ P-*PX
maps RPd onto RFX isomorphically. Using the identification P1=U(Myg)
by
Proposition 3.1, we see that βi°ft=f*°βi'
Hence RFλ and z? are both /*invariant.
We wrill now examine the reduction procedure after that. To define RF2
from RF), we have made the decomposition (4,7) and defined θγ by means of it.
3
We see easily that θx and z?^ are /*-invariant. Therefore the tensorial functions
TίP1 of ηm=dm—pp*(θ^
are /^-invariant. Hence RF2 is /*-invariant. Recall
that the remaining RF3f •••, i?F v have been defined by means of τ 2 , •••, T V _J. AS
is easily seen, each of τ 2 , , τ v is /^-invariant and hence RFZ,
, RFV arc also
/*-invariant. On the other hand, ϋ has already been seen being /*-invariant on
RFV
q.e.d.
We will give below a few results concerning the homogeneity of Kahler
submanifolds of complex space forms.
Proposition 4.5. Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional connected Ktihler submanifold of Se(N) and (P, ω) the Sc-structure induced by the inclusion f. Let {RF, ϋ)
be a reduced Sc-structure of (P, ω) over Mτed with structure group K. Suppose
that z? is of constant coefficients. Then
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(i) each connected component of RF is identified with an open subset of a certain
right coset τ G, where G is a connected Lie subgroup of GC(N) and τ^Gc(N);
(ii) each connected component of Mted is an open set of an orbit in SC(N) of the
above Lie subgroup G of Ge(N).
The method of proof, given below, of this proposition is due to Sulanke.
Proof. We may assume that the submanifold (M, g) is full in SC(N). We
denote by F the imbedding RF->GC(N) which is defined by the composition of
the canonical injection RF->P and the inclusion mapping P-+G€(N). Then we
have F*Φ=d> where Φ denotes the Maurer-Cartan form of Ge(N). Choosing
a basis {Eλ} of ϊ, let (θλ} be the components of the reduced connection form
θ of RF with respect to this basis. Then by (4,10)-(4,13) each component of
t? can be expressed in the form
=* ΰ*,
i = citλ θλ+d.k ϋk+cABΓk &
r
= 0

(4,14)

(A, B = 1, ..., N),

where the coefficients c's are certain C-valued functions on RF. By the assumption on t? the c's are constant. Let Ψ=Ψλ®Eλ be the ϊ-part of Φ.
Now we consider the differential system
(4,15)

Φi - dΛ Ψλ+dtk Φk+cΛBΓk Φk
r

{Φ = 0

{A, B=ίy

••., N),

(n<r<N).

Since each term of (4,15) is a left invariant 1-form on Ge(N), the distribution
defined by (4,15) is Gf(iV)-invariant. Moreover, since {Ψλ, Φ*, Φ*}λf* are linearly independent, the dimension of our distribution amounts to dim I+2w,
which coincides with dim RF.
Let Mo be a connected component of Mred and RF° a connected component
of RF\Mo. Then (4,14) shows that F(RF°) is an integral manifold of (4,15).
Therefore it turns out that the differential system (4,15) has a maximal dimensional solution and it is involutive. Since the equation (4,15) is of constant
coefficients, the maximal integral manifold of (4,15) through the identity element of
GC(N) becomes a connected Lie subgroup of GC(N), which we denote by G, and
any other maximal integral manifold of (4,15) is a right coset τ G(τGGf(iV)).
Hence (i) follows.
At the same time, we see that Mo is an open set of a G-orbit in SC(N)>
because it is the image of JRJF under the projection Ge(N)->Se(N) with which
the G-actions commute. Thus we have proved (ii).
q.e.d.
0

Theorem 4.1. In addition to the condition of Proposition 4.5, suppose that
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(M, g) is complete. Then (M, g) is a homogeneous Kahler submanίfold of St(N).
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 (ii), there is a non-empty open subset M' of
M which is, at the same time, an open subset of a G-orbit in SC(N), G being a
Lie subgroup of GC(N). Since the submanifold M is connected and analytic,
M is necessarily contained in that G-orbit. By the assumption that (M, g) is
complete, M must coincide with that orbit. Then we see that each element
of G induces a holomorphic isometry of M, because it is an element of Gt(N)
and preserves M. This implies that M is homogeneous.
q.e.d.
REMARK

4.1. Theorem 4.1 is valid without the assumption in Remark 2.1.

Conversely we have the following
Theorem 4.2. Let (M, g) be a connected homogeneous Kahler submanifold
of SC(N) and Aut (M, g) the Lie group of holomorphic isometric transformations of
M.
(i) The Structure (P, ω) induced by the inclusion f: M->SC(N) is defined
over the whole M (cf. Remark 2.1).
(ii) Let (RF, z?) be a reduced Structure of (P} ω). Then
(a) RF is defined over the whole M, i.e., Mτed=M;
(b) z? is of constant coefficients;
(c) the Aut (M, g)-action on RF is simply transitive, i.e., Aut (M, g)e = RF
(eeΞRF).
Proof. We set O = Aut (M, g). We may assume that / is full. By the
rigidity theorem of Calabi, any T G G extends to a unique holomorphic isometric
transformation ρ(τ) of *Sc(iV), and we have an injective homomorphism p: G->GC
(N). Hence we see that all the things used to define Op(f) for p~\, •••, d(f)
are invariant under T and p(τ). This together with our assumption that G is
transitive on M implies that the rank of Op(f) is constant on M forp=l> •••, d(f).
Thus we get (i).
Next, we will prove (ii), By Proposition 4.4, G acts on RF and G is transitive on M. Hence (a) follows. Let F: RF->GC(N) be the imbedding defined
in the proof of Proposition 4.5. Then we have ύΛ=F*ΦΛ and di=F*Φi for
any A, B=l, « ,iV" and moreover θλ=F*Ψλ for any λ. Since F commutes
with both the left G-actions on RF and Ge(N), all the ϋAy ΰi, and θλ are Ginvariant, because the corresponding components of Φ are left invariant. Hence
the coefficients in (4,14) are G-invariant. Since they are constant along any
fibre of RF and G is transitive on M, we see that they are constant on RF.
Thus we have shown (b).
Finally, we will prove (c). In the following, we identify RF with its image
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F(RF). We may assume that RF contains the identity element e0 of GC(N).
Otherwise, we multiply a certain element of GC(N) to both F and M. Since
eo^RF, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that G is contained in RF. Denote by
RF° the connected component of RF through eo&Gc(N) and by G° the connected component of G containing e0.
First, we claim that RF°=G°. From Proposition 4.5 (i) and the above (b),
it follows that there exists a connected Lie subgroup Gλ of GC(N) which is the
maximal integral manifold of (4,15) through e0 and includes RF° as its open
set, because RF° contains e0 of G. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem
4.1, <?! acts on M as holomorphic and isometric transformations. Hence Gλ
is a subgroup of G° and in particular RF° is a subset of G°. On the other hand,
since G° leaves RF° invariant by virtue of the connectivity of them and the
latter contains e0, we see G°czRF°. Therefore we have G1=G°=RF° and in
particular RF° is the maximal integral manifold of (4,15) through e0.
Next, let K denote the structure group of our principal bundle π: RF-+M.
Then the image of the fibre π~\π(e0)) by F is just the subgroup K of GC(N)>
because JF commutes with both the right inactions on RF and GC(N). For any
αGX, we denote by RF(a) the connected component of RF containing a.
We will show that RF(a)=a RF°. For that purpose, we will first show
that RF(a) is the maximal integral manifold through a of (4,15). If wre replace
our f by ff=a~1'f> then F'=a~ι F becomes the corresponding imbedding of RF
into GC(N). Moreover F'(RF(a))=a~1-F(RF(a)) turns out to be the connected
component of F'(RF) containing e0 and hence it is the maximal integral manifold through e0 of (4,15) as we have seen above. This implies that the integral
manifold RF(ά) is maximal, because (4,15) is left invariant. On the other hand,
by the same reason, a RF0 is also its maximal integral manifold through a.
Hence we must have RF(a)=a RF°.
From this we have RF—K RF0. The left multiplication by each element
of K preserves RF and also its base manifold M. This shows that K is a subgroup of G. As we have seen above, RF° is also a subgroup of G. From these
facts, we see that RF is contained in G. Thus we have completed the proof
of Theorem 4.2.
q.e.d.
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